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1) Differences between satellite with the ground-based lightning detection systems

3) Increased confidence in warning decisions when GLM products
matched trends from other observational platforms.

Forecasters were encouraged to overlay the ground-based systems (including both IC lightning from ENTLN and CG data
from NLDN) over the GLM data. This was suggested to provide a holistic view of lightning activity - the spatial extent from

The gridded GLM products allowed forecasters to efficiently match the GLM data with satellite,

GLM and IC / CG ratio and locations from the ground-based networks. However, this suggestion often led to discussion on

lightning and radar trends. In cases where the total flash rate trends, as noted from FED, matched

why the products often showed different values and trends.

trends from either base radar or ProbSevere, forecasters commonly noted increased confidence and
easier warning decisions.

2) The utility of GLM products in
pulse convective environments,
anticipating storm growth or dissipation, and IDSS applications.

The increases in FED coincided with low areas of Minimum Flash Area. The
MRMS -20C Reflectivity product shows the strengthening updrafts over the
same time frame. The GLM products increased confidence in a decision to
issue two SVRs.”
22 May 2019, Blog Post: “GLM predicting strengthening updrafts”

Forecasters found the data the most useful for

“While deciding whether or not to issue a warning I also looked at [flash
area] GLM data to see if there were new flashes developing which can be indicative of growing convection. That flashes aligned with radar and increased my confidence that storms would intensify. That lead to me issuing
a severe thunderstorm warning. The prob severe data also ramped up. So I
felt confident about my warning.”
4 June 2019, Blog Post: “Springfield Storms”

monitoring trends for marginally severe storms
for signs of intensification or dissipation. Additionally, due to the unique gridding of the full
spatial extent of lightning (see image, right),
forecasters also commonly highlighted the potential use for decision-support services.

“[From an] IDSS standpoint, the Minimum Flash Area and FED proved that it’s necessary to look at both GLM
products and ground based lightning products to see the “total” picture. The GLM products captured a larger
flash that extended out into the stratiform area behind the main line that is not seen in the ENTLN and NLDN
products. This information can be especially important for Airport Weather Warnings and/or outdoor venues.”
16 May 2019, Blog Post: ‘IDSS usage from GLM minimum flash area”

2018
Survey Results

Products are sorted by decreasing average in each
plot. Averages (to right of product name on y-axis)
were calculated according to points shown in legend.
All rankings are centered on the ‘middle’ (zero) value
for comparison (dashed vertical line). The length of
each horizontal line is equal to the number of forecasters that provided a ranking for that product.

Since trends in the smallest flashes are most directly related to intense updrafts, active
charging of hydrometeors, and regions of high turbulence, forecasters had more use for the
minimum flash area product instead of average

Did you find any of the following specific GLM products useful today?
[rank each product for today’s weather from ‘Not at all Useful’ to
‘Extremely Useful’]. Why?

2019
Survey Results

4) GLM minimum flash is much better than GLM average flash size
for convective-scale applications.

What was your confidence (i.e., your understanding) of each of these GLM
products? [rank each from ‘None’ to ‘Very High’]. What influenced this?
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